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WELCOME TO HR PYRAMID !  Our new state of 
the art, fully web integrated HR and Payroll ! 
 

SES has selected a new, state of the art operating 

software platform. HRPyramid solution to streamline 

payroll, HR, Benefits, Taxes ……, and to increase our 

service offerings, and better support overall business 

growth for you, our valued clients! 

HR Pyramid allows you to facilitate payroll processing, 

benefits, billing and receivables, human resources 

administration, client and employee self-service, 

employee on boarding, benefits enrollment, and reporting. 

HRPyramid will give you, our clients more flexibility in 

reporting payroll, managing paid time off plans, and 

interfacing with other systems such as accounting, time 

and attendance, and applicant tracking.   

We are very excited to roll out our new system! 
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Our Vision Statement:  

By Standing on 

Traditional Values & 

Engaging our 

Customers as Team 

Members through 

Caring, Commitment & 

Quality Service 

 

“Who you spend time with is who you become” 
Tony Robbins 

 

https://web.hrpyramid.net/emc/passwordreset
http://www.sespayroll.com/


The Importance of Tracking Employee Time — 

 Simple Practices to Avoid Big Headaches 

 

 Employers must keep track of hours worked by hourly, non-exempt employees. Any timekeeping 
method is permitted, as long as it is complete and accurate. this simple rule is not always easy 
to follow. For example, when hourly employees are out in the field, telecommuting, or traveling, 
requiring employees to account for their time can prove challenging.  

As workplaces modernize and employees’ work locations grow increasingly fluid, it is important for 
employers to remember that time must be tracked. One trap many employers fall into is asking 
employees to turn in a timesheet at the end of each week, in which case employees may simply 
write in identical hours for each day (i.e., 9:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.) for a perfect 40-hour week. These 
types of “perfect” time records, of course, do not reflect actual hours worked. There will always be 
that day the employee started work 20 minutes late, or, more problematically, the day the 
employee put in 45 minutes of unaccounted-for overtime. If an employer is required to produce 
time records in a lawsuit or for an audit, time records that do not reflect actual hours worked is the 
same as no time records at all. The lack of records showing the exact hours worked by a non-
exempt employee often create a presumption that the employee’s version of hours worked is the 
correct version. The employer then faces an uphill battle trying to overcome this presumption of 
underpayment and prove the employee was, in fact, paid accurately. 

Tracking meal periods poses a similar set of problems. Even when employees start and end their 
shifts at the same location, there remains the issue of how to record meal breaks while out in the 
field. Simply deducting time for meal breaks after the fact or having employees record their meal 
breaks at the end of the shifts is less than ideal in terms of accurate time recording. Ideally, 
employees should have a way to record meal breaks in real time, either on a physical hand-written 
time card or by another method, in which the actual length of the break, as well as start and stop 
times, are accurately recorded. 

 

 

IF you DO NOT currently have a time keeping system, PLEASE call our Office and 
ask about a FREE DEMO.  Web based/ Biometrics/ Smart Phone application/ swipe 
card………………….  Many options to choose from 

 

 

 

 

http://www.dol.gov/whd/regs/compliance/whdfs21.htm
http://www.dol.gov/whd/regs/compliance/whdfs21.htm


IMPORTANT UPDATES  

 

Affordable Health Care 

On March 16, 2015, the U.S. Departments of Labor, Health and Human Services, and Treasury released a 
Final Rule amending the definition of excepted benefits to include certain limited coverage that wraps 
around individual health insurance. Such coverage would have to be specifically designed to provide 
meaningful benefits such as coverage for expanded in-network medical clinics or providers, reimbursement 
for the full cost of primary care, or coverage of the cost of prescription drugs not on the formulary of the 
primary plan.  
The Final Rules give employees who otherwise may not be able to get employer-based benefits access to 
high-level benefits. 

 

FMLA Certifications 

Under the Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA), an employer can (and should) require a certification from 

a health care provider to support an employee’s or the family member’s need for leave because of a 

serious health condition. This certification is the basis for determining whether the employee has a serious 

health condition requiring leave, which is then covered, and therefore protected, by the FMLA. 

Quick refresher – a “serious health condition” under the FMLA  includes incapacity of more than three 

consecutive days that also involves a visit to a health care provider and a supervised regimen of continuing 

treatment.  It also includes chronic conditions, which can be episodic, requiring at least two doctor’s visits a 

year for treatment. These episodes do not have to last for more than three days.) 

 

FMLA rights extended to all same-sex spouses 

Regardless of where they live, workers in legal, same-sex marriages now have the same rights as other 

married employees to take FMLA leave to care for a spouse with a serious health condition. The U.S. 

Department of Labor announced the FMLA rule change Feb. 24, citing the U.S. Supreme Court’s 2013 

ruling in United States v. Windsor. 

Same-sex marriage in Florida became legal on January 6, 2015. 

 

Spring cleaning: It’s time to freshen up your job descriptions 

There’s a good chance that what your employees actually do every day has little in common with what’s 

written in their job descriptions. That’s a problem. Inaccurate or incomplete job descriptions can cause 

legal liability for employers, especially if the EEOC or the Department of Labor comes calling. 

A job description should contain the title of the position, the title of the person to whom the position reports, 

an overview of what the work entails and a description of duties and responsibilities. They often include 

qualifications for the position, as well as any necessary physical requirements. 

 

Need Professional Help with Job Descriptions?  Call our office and ask for our HR Dept 

http://www.businessmanagementdaily.com/glp/25988/FMLA-intermittent-leave.html?src=BMD-artRCLP-HR-FMLAIntermittent
http://www.businessmanagementdaily.com/glp/25988/FMLA-intermittent-leave.html?src=BMD-artRCLP-HR-FMLAIntermittent
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Same-sex_marriage_in_Florida
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PAYROLL LEGAL ALERT: 

$36,500 excise tax per ee ??? 
 

IRS made headlines when they included in the Affordable Care ACT that ALL 

employers, regardless of size, that did NOT have a group health plan, that INSTEAD 
REIMBURSED their employees for their costs to buy health insurance either on or 

off the individual health exchanges WOULD BE LIABLE for $36,500 in self-assessed 

excise taxes! 
That adds up to $100.00 PER DAY, EVERY DAY OF THE YEAR, for as long as the 

arrangement continues ! 
 

The IRS calls these types of arrangements “Employer Payment Plans” and today 
they commonly take the form of HRA’s ( Health Reimbursement Accounts) 

 
Recap:  In Notice 2013-54, the IRS concluded that stand alone HRA’s do not meet 

market reforms, including not imposing annual limits for essential health benefits 
and providing free preventive care.  HRA’s MUST be integrated into a group health 

plan in order to avoid the $100.00 daily excise tax.  The IRS also said the HRA’s 
can’t be integrated into individual health policies for the same reasons. 

 
IF you have any questions about your current plan, Please contact Randy Bartlein- 

President of Suncoast Benefits and Analytics.  

Office: 941-907-1540/ cell: 941-812-6102/  email: randy@suncoast-benefits.com 

mailto:info@sespayroll.com

